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Demille
They thought he was gone, but they were wrong. Jack the
Ripper is loose in London once more. Scotland Yard’s
Murder Squad faces the most shocking case of its existence,
in the extraordinary new historical thriller from the author of
the acclaimed national bestsellers The Yard and The Black
Country. London, 1890. A small group of the city’s elite, fed
up with the murder rate, have made it their business to
capture violent criminals and mete out their own terrible brand
of retribution. Now they are taking it a step further: They have
arranged for four murderers to escape from prison, and into
the group’s hands. But the plan goes wrong. The killers
elude them, and now it is up to Walter Day, Nevil
Hammersmith, and the rest of Scotland Yard’s Murder Squad
to hunt the convicts down before they can resume their
bloody spree. But the Murder Squad may already be too late.
The killers have retribution in mind, and one of them is
heading straight toward a member of the Murder Squad, and
his family. And that isn’t even the worst of it. During the
escape, one of the killers has stumbled upon the location of
another notorious murderer, one thought gone for good, but
who is now prepared to join forces with them. And Saucy
Jack has learned some new tricks while he’s been away.
Winner of the 1974 National Book Award “A screaming
comes across the sky. . .” A few months after the Germans’
secret V-2 rocket bombs begin falling on London, British
Intelligence discovers that a map of the city pinpointing the
sexual conquests of one Lieutenant Tyrone Slothrop, U.S.
Army, corresponds identically to a map showing the V-2
impact sites. The implications of this discovery will launch
Slothrop on an amazing journey across war-torn Europe,
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fleeing an international cabal of military-industrial
superpowers, in search of the mysterious Rocket 00000,
through a wildly comic extravaganza that has been hailed in
The New Republic as “the most profound and accomplished
American novel since the end of World War II.”
Anti-Terrorist Task Force agent John Corey and his wife, FBI
agent Kate Mayfield, have been posted overseas to Sana'a,
Yemen-one of the most dangerous places in the Middle East.
While there, they will be working with a small team to track
down one of the masterminds behind the USS Cole bombing:
a high-ranking Al Qaeda operative known as The Panther.
Ruthless and elusive, he's wanted for multiple terrorist acts
and murders-and the U.S. government is determined to bring
him down, no matter the cost. As latecomers to a deadly
game, John and Kate don't know the rules, the players, or the
score. What they do know is that there is more to their
assignment than meets the eye-and that the hunters are
about to become the hunted. Filled with breathtaking plot
turns and told in John Corey's inimitable voice, THE
PANTHER is a brilliant depiction of one of the most
treacherous countries in the world and raises disturbing
questions about whether we can ever know who our enemies
- or our allies - really are.
On a beach at dusk, while Bud Mitchell and Jill Winslow
conduct their illicit love affair in front of a video camera set to
record each steamy moment, a terrible explosion suddenly
lights up the sky. Grabbing the camera, the couple make their
getaway, as approaching police cars speed toward the scene.
Five years later, the fate of TWA Flight 800 has been
attributed to a mechanical malfunction. But for John Corey
and his wife Kate Mayfield, both members of the elite AntiTerrorist Task Force, the case is not closed. Suspicious of a
cover-up, they set out to find the one piece of evidence that
will prove their theory-that at least two other people are
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determined to keep hidden: a videotape of the unbelievable
truth.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER CELEBRATING THE
20th ANNIVERSARY WITH A NEW FOREWORD BY THE
AUTHOR Wounded in the line of duty, NYPD homicide
detective John Corey convalesces in the Long Island
township of Southold, home to farmers, fishermen -- and at
least one killer. Tom and Judy Gordon, a young, attractive
couple Corey knows, have been found on their patio, each
with a bullet in the head. The local police chief, Sylvester
Maxwell, wants Corey's big-city expertise, but Maxwell gets
more than he bargained for. John Corey doesn't like
mysteries, which is why he likes to solve them. His
investigations lead him into the lore, legends, and ancient
secrets of northern Long Island -- more deadly and more
dangerous than he could ever have imagined. During his
journey of discovery, he meets two remarkable women,
Detective Beth Penrose and Mayflower descendant Emma
Whitestone, both of whom change his life irrevocably.
Ultimately, through his understanding of the murders, John
Corey comes to understand himself. Fast-paced and
atmospheric, marked by entrancing characters, incandescent
storytelling, and brilliant comic touches, Plum Island is Nelson
DeMille at his thrill-inducing best.
The hair-raising suspense of The General's Daughter... the
wry wit of The Gold Coast...this is vintage Nelson DeMille at
the peak of his originality and the height of his
powers...Wounded in the line of duty, NYPD homicide cop
John Corey is convalescing in rural eastern Long Island when
an attractive young couple he knows is found shot to death
on the family patio. The victims were biologists at Plum
Island, a research site rumored to be an incubator for germ
warfare.Suddenly, a local double murder takes on shattering
global implications -- and thrusts Corey and two extraordinary
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women into a dangerous search for the secret of PLUM
ISLAND....
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "Nelson DeMille is a true
master." - Dan Brown, #1 bestselling author of The Da Vinci
Code Welcome to the Custer Hill Club--an informal men's
club set in a luxurious Adirondack hunting lodge whose
members include some of America's most powerful business
leaders, military men, and government officials. Ostensibly,
the club is a place to gather with old friends, hunt, eat, drink,
and talk off-the-record about war, life, death, sex and politics.
But one Fall weekend, the Executive Board of the Custer Hill
Club gathers to talk about the tragedy of 9/11 and what
America must do to retaliate. Their plan is finalized and set
into motion. That same weekend, a member of the Federal
Anti-Terrorist Task Force is reported missing. His body is
soon discovered in the woods near the Custer Hill Club's
game reserve. The death appears to be a hunting accident,
and that's how the local police first report it, but Detective
John Corey has his doubts. As he digs deeper, he begins to
unravel a plot involving the Custer Hill Club, a top-secret plan
known only by its code name: Wild Fire. Racing against the
clock, Detective Corey and his wife, FBI agent Kate Mayfield,
find they are the only people in a position to stop the button
from being pushed and chaos from being unleashed.
How can a drug that makes people fall madly in love be a bad
thing? Professor Carlos Bacci inadvertanly unlocks the
biochemical key to falling in love, and develops a drug
capable of creating emotions indistringuishable from the real
think. This leads to it being exploited by unethical persons.

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "A master at
keeping the reader hanging on to see what happens
next " - Associated Press "The Lion" will be landing. .
. And at New York's JFK Airport, an elite American
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task force waits as the notorious Libyan terrorist
prepares to defect to the West. Then, aboard Flight
175, something goes eerily, horribly wrong -- a mere
prelude to the terror that is to come. Ex-NYPD cop,
now Federal Task Force agent John Corey -together with his formidable and beautiful new
partner, Kate Mayfield -- will follow a trail of smoke
and blood across the country. His quarry: a foe with
the cunning of a lion and all the bloodlust of a man.
To win a desperate game with no rules at all, Corey
must invent a strategy that leaves no room for
mistakes.
The Great Gatsby meets The Godfather in this #1
New York Times bestselling story of friendship and
seduction, love and betrayal. "[Demille is] a true
master." - Dan Brown, #1 bestselling author of The
Da Vinci Code Welcome to the fabled Gold Coast,
that stretch on the North Shore of Long Island that
once held the greatest concentration of wealth and
power in America. Here two men are destined for an
explosive collision: John Sutter, Wall Street lawyer,
holding fast to a fading aristocratic legacy; and Frank
Bellarosa, the Mafia don who seizes his piece of the
staid and unprepared Gold Coast like a latter-day
barbarian chief and draws Sutter and his regally
beautiful wife, Susan, into his violent world. Told
from Sutter's sardonic and often hilarious point of
view, The Gold Coast is Nelson DeMille's captivating
story laced with sexual passion and suspense.
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "Much more
than a blood-and-guts thriller...An insightful, moving,
and sensitive look at what the war did to a country,
its people, and its enemies." - Orlando Sentinel
Former army homicide investigator Paul Brenner has
just gotten used to the early retirement forced on him
after the disastrous end of his last case when his old
commanding officer asks him to return for one final
mission: investigate a murder that took place in
wartime Vietnam thirty years before. Brenner
reluctantly accepts out of curiosity and loyalty...and
maybe a touch of boredom. He won't be bored for
long. Back in Vietnam, Brenner meets expatriate
Susan Weber, a woman as exotic, sensual, and
dangerous as the nation of her voluntary exile.
Brenner is plunged into a world of corruption, lethal
double cross, and haunted memories-as he's
suddenly thrust back into a war that neither he nor
his country ever really stopped fighting.
AUTHOR'S NOTE: An earlier, shorter version of The
Quest was published in paperback in 1975. In 2013,
I rewrote The Quest and doubled its length, making
it, I hope, a far better story than the original, without
deviating from the elements that made the story so
powerful and compelling when I first wrote it. In other
words, what made The Quest worth rewriting
remains, and whatever is changed is for the better. I
was happy and excited to have this opportunity to
rewrite and republish what I consider my first "big"
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novel, and I hope you enjoy it as much as I did when
I first wrote it. BOOK DESCRIPTION: A sweeping
adventure that's equal parts thriller and love story,
Nelson DeMille's newest novel takes the reader from
the war torn jungles of Ethiopia to the magical city of
Rome. While the Ethiopian Civil War rages, a
Catholic priest languishes in prison. Forty years have
passed since he last saw daylight. His crime?
Claiming to know the true location of Christ's cup
from the Last Supper. Then the miraculous happens
- a mortar strikes the prison and he is free! Old, frail,
and injured, he escapes to the jungle, where he
encounters two Western journalists and a beautiful
freelance photographer taking refuge from the
carnage. As they tend to his wounds, he relates his
incredible story. Motivated by the sensational tale
and their desire to find the location of the holiest of
relics, the trio agrees to search for the Grail. Thus
begins an impossible quest that will pit them against
murderous tribes, deadly assassins, fanatical monks,
and the passions of their own hearts. THE QUEST is
suspenseful, romantic, and filled with heart-pounding
action. Nelson DeMille is at the top of his game as
he masterfully interprets one of history's greatest
mysteries.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "A master at
keeping the reader hanging on to see what happens
next." - Associated Press When John Sutter's
aristocratic wife killed her mafia don lover, John left
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America and set out in his sailboat on a three-year
journey around the world, eventually settling in
London. Now, ten years later, he has come home to
the Gold Coast, that stretch of land on the North
Shore of Long Island that once held the greatest
concentration of wealth and power in America, to
attend the imminent funeral of an old family servant.
Taking up temporary residence in the gatehouse of
Stanhope Hall, John finds himself living only a
quarter of a mile from Susan who has also returned
to Long Island. But Susan isn't the only person from
John's past who has reemerged: Though Frank
Bellarosa, infamous Mafia don and Susan's ex-lover,
is long dead, his son, Anthony, is alive and well, and
intent on two missions: Drawing John back into the
violent world of the Bellarosa family, and exacting
revenge on his father's murderer--Susan Sutter. At
the same time, John and Susan's mutual attraction
resurfaces and old passions begin to reignite, and
John finds himself pulled deeper into a familiar web
of seduction and betrayal. In THE GATE HOUSE,
acclaimed author Nelson Demille brings us back to
that fabled spot on the North Shore -- a place where
past, present, and future collides with often
unexpected results.
This instant New York Times bestseller and
“outstanding” (Publishers Weekly, starred review)
thriller features a brilliant and unorthodox Army
investigator, his enigmatic female partner, and their
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hunt for the Army’s most notorious—and
dangerous—deserter. When Captain Kyle Mercer of
the Army’s elite Delta Force disappeared from his
post in Afghanistan, a video released by his Taliban
captors made international headlines. But
circumstances were murky: did Mercer desert before
he was captured? Then a second video sent to
Mercer’s Army commanders leaves no doubt: the
trained assassin and keeper of classified Army
intelligence has disappeared. When Mercer is
spotted a year later in Caracas, Venezuela, top
military brass task Scott Brodie and Maggie Taylor of
the Criminal Investigation Division to bring Mercer
back to America—preferably alive. Brodie knows this
is a difficult mission, made more difficult by his new
partner’s inexperience, by their undeniable
chemistry, and by Brodie’s suspicion that Maggie
Taylor is reporting to the CIA. With ripped-from-theheadlines appeal, an exotic and dangerous locale,
and the hairpin twists and inimitable humor that are
signature DeMille, The Deserter is the first in a timely
and thrilling new series from an unbeatable team of
True Masters: the #1 New York Times bestseller
Nelson DeMille and his son, award-winning
screenwriter Alex DeMille.
Mac has left his life of danger and adventure behind
him. But when Carlos, a hotshot lawyer heavily
involved with anti-Castro groups, approaches Mac
for a ten-day fishing tournament in Cuba - to be
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accompanied by a covert mission and a sizable
paycheck - Mac's interest is piqued. Mac
understands that if he accepts this job, he'll either
walk away rich - or not at all.
The heat of passion—and danger—rises like jungle fire
in this novel of the Leopard people by #1 New York
Times bestselling author Christine Feehan… Called
on a dangerous assignment, leopard shifter Conner
Vega returns to the Panama rainforest of his
homeland, looking every bit the civilized male. But as
a member of the most lethal of the shifter tribes, he
doesn’t have a civilized bone in his body. He carries
the scent of a wild animal in its prime, he bears the
soul-crushing sins of past kills—and he’s branded by
the scars of shame inflicted by the woman he
betrayed. Isabeau Chandler’s a Borneo shifter
who’s never forgiven Conner—or forgotten him. The
mating urge is still with her, and when she crosses
Conner’s path, passions run like wild fire. But as
Conner’s mission draws Isabeau closer, another
betrayal lies waiting in the shadows—and it’s the
most perilous and intimate one of all.
This “deeply immersive novel” (The Washington Post)
from the author of the award–winning Preparation for the
Next Life is an “epic coming-of-age tale filled with pain,
heartache, fear, and undying love” (The Associated
Press), as a young man’s yearning to protect his dying
mother requires him to risk destroying his estranged,
enigmatic, powerful father. “From its hypnotic opening
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pages, we find ourselves in the sure hands of a roaming
omniscient narrator, one who knows intimately the
beating hearts of its two central characters” —Andre
Dubus III, The New York Times Book Review Corey
Goltz grows up in the working-class outskirts of Boston
as the only child of Gloria, whose ambitions were
derailed early but who has always given her son
everything she can. Corey, restless, dreams of leaving
home for a great adventure. Instead, when he is fifteen,
the world comes crashing down upon him, when Gloria is
diagnosed with ALS and, too late, his estranged father,
Leonard—a man of great charisma but dubious moral
character—reenters the picture. Determined to be his
mother’s hero at any cost, Corey begins shouldering
responsibility for her expensive medical care, pushing
himself to his physical and emotional limits as her
disease cruelly progresses. And as Leonard’s influence
over Corey grows, Corey must dismantle the myth of his
father’s genius and confront the evil that lurks beneath
it. Gritty, visceral, and profoundly stirring, The War for
Gloria tells the story of a young man, straddling
childhood and adulthood, whose yearning to protect his
mother requires him to risk destroying his father. An
indelible work from a strikingly original voice in American
fiction.
In this follow-up to The Lion's Game, John Corey, former
NYPD Homicide detective and special agent for the AntiTerrorist Task Force, is back. And, unfortunately for
Corey, so is Asad Khalil, the notorious Libyan terrorist
otherwise known as "The Lion." Last we heard from him,
Khali had claimed to be defecting to the US only to
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unleash the most horrific reign of terrorism ever to occur
on American soil. While Corey and his partner, FBI agent
Kate Mayfield, chased him across the country, Khalil
methodically eliminated his victims one by one and then
disappeared without a trace. Now, years later, Khalil has
returned to America to make good on his threats and
take care of unfinished business. "The Lion" is a killing
machine once again loose in America with a mission of
revenge, and John Corey will stop at nothing to achieve
his own goal -- to find and kill Khahil.
In this short story from the International Thriller Writers’
anthology MatchUp, bestselling authors Nelson DeMille
and Lisa Scottoline—along with their popular series
characters John Corey and Bennie Rosato—team up for
the first time ever. It was getting colder, and he was tired
from the long drive, and he was feeling naked without his
gun… When former NYPD homicide detective and
Federal Anti-Terrorist Task Force agent John Corey finds
himself recuperating at a remote lakeside cabin, the last
thing he expects is trouble. Then tough-as-nails lawyer
Bennie Rosato comes running out of the woods with
masked men on her trail. With no phone reception and
unknown dangers lurking, can these two alpha
personalities work together to survive the night? For
more exciting pairs, check out all eleven short stories in
MatchUp.
St. Patrick's Day, New York City. Everyone is
celebrating, but everyone is in for the shock of his life.
Born into the heat and hatred of the Northern Ireland
conflict, IRA man Brian Flynn has masterminded a
brilliant terrorist act the seizure of Saint Patrick's
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Cathedral. Among his hostages: the woman Brian Flynn
once loved, a former terrorist turned peace activist.
Among his enemies: an Irish-American police lieutenant
fighting against a traitor inside his own ranks and a
shadowy British intelligence officer pursuing his own
cynical, bloody plan. The cops face a booby-trapped,
perfectly laid out killing zone inside the church. The
hostages face death. Flynn faces his own demons, in an
electrifying duel of nerves, honor, and betrayal.
An omnibus of three Nelson DeMille novels featuring
John Corey, a brilliant NYPD detective who becomes an
FBI terrorist hunter. Plum Island Wounded NYPD
homicide detective John Corey is convalescing in rural
eastern Long Island when a young couple is killed. The
victims were researchers at a site rumored to be a
biological warfare center. Suddenly, a local double
murder takes on shattering global implications-and
thrusts Corey into a dangerous search for the secret of
Plum Island. The Lion's Game At New York's JFK
Airport, an American task force waits for a Libyan
terrorist defector. When something goes horribly wrong,
federal agent John Corey follows a trail of blood for his
quarry: a foe with the cunning of a lion and the bloodlust
of a man. To win a desperate game with no rules, Corey
must invent a strategy that leaves no room for mistakes.
Night Fall On a beach, a couple with a video camera
record their love-making-and the explosion of TWA Flight
800. Now on the fifth anniversary of a blast that was
blamed on mechanical failure, agent John Corey and his
partner reopen the case. They will hunt for the crucial
video-and race toward an elusive truth even more
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horrifying than the crash itself.
Seventeen-year-old Cullen's summer in Lily, Arkansas, is
marked by his cousin's death by overdose, an alleged
spotting of a woodpecker thought to be extinct, failed
romances, and his younger brother's sudden
disappearance.
WITH NEARLY 50 MILLION BOOKS SOLD
WORLDWIDE, NELSON DEMILLE IS "A TRUE
MASTER." - DAN BROWN #1 New York Times
bestselling author Nelson DeMille's chilling, relentlessly
suspenseful story of Cold War espionage in the vein of
the hit FX show The Americans. On a dark road deep
inside the Russian woods at Borodino, a young
American tourist picks up an unusual passenger with an
explosive secret: an U.S. POW on the run from "The
Charm School," a sinister operation where American
POWs teach young KBG agents how to be model U.S.
citizens. Their goal? To infiltrate the United States
undetected. With this horrifying conspiracy revealed, the
CIA sets an investigation in motion, and three
Americans--an Air Force officer, an embassy liaison, a
CIA chief--pit themselves against the country's enemies
in a high-powered game of international intrigue.
Pendergast--the world's most enigmatic FBI Special
Agent--returns to New York City to investigate a
murderous cult. William Smithback, a New York Times
reporter, and his wife Nora Kelly, a Museum of Natural
History archaeologist, are brutally attacked in their
apartment on Manhattan's Upper West Side.
Eyewitnesses claim, and the security camera confirms,
that the assailant was their strange, sinister neighbor--a
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man who, by all reports, was already dead and buried
weeks earlier. While Captain Laura Hayward leads the
official investigation, Pendergast and Lieutenant Vincent
D'Agosta undertake their own private--and decidedly
unorthodox--quest for the truth. Their serpentine journey
takes them to an enclave of Manhattan they never
imagined could exist: a secretive, reclusive cult of Obeah
and vodou which no outsiders have ever survived.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER With nearly 50 million
books sold worldwide, Nelson DeMille is "a true master."
- Dan Brown He is a good man, a brilliant corporate
executive, an honest, handsome family man admired by
men and desired by women. But sixteen years ago Ben
Tyson was a lieutenant in Vietnam. There, in 1968, the
men under his command committed a murderous atrocityand together swore never to tell the world what they had
done. Not the press, army justice, and the events he
tried to forget have caught up with Ben Tyson. His family,
his career, and his personal sense of honor hang in the
balance. And only one woman can reveal the truth of his
past -- and set him free.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nelson DeMille
returns with his best thriller yet featuring former homicide
detective John Corey who is called out of retirement to
investigate a string of searing, grisly murders that take
place a little too close to home. In his dazzling #1
bestseller, Plum Island, Nelson DeMille introduced you to
NYPD Homicide Detective John Corey, who we first
meet sitting on the back porch of his uncle's waterfront
estate on Long Island, convalescing from wounds
incurred in the line of duty. A visit from the local Chief of
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Police results in the legendary Detective Corey
becoming involved in the investigation of the murders of
a married couple who were scientists at the top-secret
biological research facility on Plum Island. Fast forward
through six bestselling John Corey novels and The Maze
opens with Corey on the same porch, but now in forced
retirement from his last job as a Federal Agent with the
Diplomatic Surveillance Group. Corey is restless and
looking for action, so when his former lover in Plum
Island, Detective Beth Penrose, appears with a job offer,
Corey has to once again make some decisions about his
stalled career--and about reuniting with Beth Penrose.
Inspired by, and based on the actual and still unsolved
Gilgo Beach murders, The Maze takes you on a
dangerous hunt for an apparent serial killer who has
murdered nine--and maybe more--prostitutes and hidden
their bodies in the thick undergrowth on a lonely stretch
of beach. As Corey digs deeper into this case, which has
made national news, he comes to suspect that the failure
of the local police to solve this sensational case may not
be a result of their inexperience and incompetence--it
may be something else. Something more sinister. The
Maze features John Corey's politically incorrect humor,
matched by his brilliant and unorthodox investigative
skills along with the surprising and shocking plot twists
that are the trademark of the #1 New York Times
bestselling author, Nelson DeMille.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "Bracing and
spectacular." - Providence Sunday Journal Anti-Terrorist
Task Force agent John Corey and his wife, FBI agent
Kate Mayfield, have been posted overseas to Sana'a,
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Yemen-one of the most dangerous places in the Middle
East. While there, they will be working with a small team
to track down one of the masterminds behind the USS
Cole bombing: a high-ranking Al Qaeda operative known
as The Panther. Ruthless and elusive, he's wanted for
multiple terrorist acts and murders-and the U.S.
government is determined to bring him down, no matter
the cost. As latecomers to a deadly game, John and
Kate don't know the rules, the players, or the score.
What they do know is that there is more to their
assignment than meets the eye-and that the hunters are
about to become the hunted. Filled with breathtaking plot
turns and told in John Corey's inimitable voice, THE
PANTHER raises disturbing questions about whether we
can ever know who our enemies - or our allies - really
are.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The gripping murder
mystery about an upstanding military officer - the base
commander's daughter - who's been leading an
unsavory double life. When a professional military
woman with a pristine reputation is found raped and
murdered, a preliminary search turns up certain
paraphernalia, and sex toys that point to a scandal of
major proportions, The chief investigator is reluctant to
take the case when he learns that his partner will be a
woman with whom he had a tempestuous affair and an
unpleasant parting. But duty calls and intrigue begins
when they learn that several top-level people may have
been involved with the "golden girl" - and many have
wanted her dead. "DeMille is a master at keeping the
reader hanging on to see what happens next." Page 17/24
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Associated Press
Back from the Cold War, intelligence officer Keith Landry
returns to his hometown of Spencerville, Ohio. Twentyfive years after their last encounter, Keith runs into his
first love, Annie, now unhappily married to the town's
chief of police--an abusive alcoholic. In his efforts to
reclaim Annie, Keith will have to draw on all the skills of a
violent lifetime.
The first book in the revolutionary New York Times
bestselling Expanse series, a modern masterwork of
science fiction. Leviathan Wakes introduces Captain
James Holden, his crew, and Detective Miller as they
unravel a horrifying solar system wide conspiracy that
begins with a single missing girl. Now a Prime Original
series. Humanity has colonized the solar system - Mars,
the Moon, the Asteroid Belt and beyond - but the stars
are still out of our reach. Jim Holden is XO of an ice
miner making runs from the rings of Saturn to the mining
stations of the Belt. When he and his crew stumble upon
a derelict ship, the Scopuli, they find themselves in
possession of a secret they never wanted. A secret that
someone is willing to kill for - and kill on a scale
unfathomable to Jim and his crew. War is brewing in the
system unless he can find out who left the ship and why.
Detective Miller is looking for a girl. One girl in a system
of billions, but her parents have money and money talks.
When the trail leads him to the Scopuli and rebel
sympathizer Holden, he realizes that this girl may be the
key to everything. Holden and Miller must thread the
needle between the Earth government, the Outer Planet
revolutionaries, and secretive corporations - and the
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odds are against them. But out in the Belt, the rules are
different, and one small ship can change the fate of the
universe. "Interplanetary adventure the way it ought to
be written." - George R. R. Martin The
ExpanseLeviathan WakesCaliban's WarAbaddon's
GateCibola BurnNemesis GamesBabylon's
AshesPersepolis RisingTiamat's Wrath The Expanse
Short FictionThe Butcher of Anderson StationGods of
RiskThe ChurnThe Vital AbyssStrange DogsAuberon
Prescient and chilling, DeMille's #1 New York Times
bestselling novel takes us into the heart of a new Cold
War with a clock-ticking plot that has Manhattan in its
crosshairs. After a showdown with the notorious Yemeni
terrorist known as The Panther, John Corey has left the
Anti-Terrorist Task Force and returned home to New
York City, taking a job with the Diplomatic Surveillance
Group. Although Corey's new assignment with the DSGsurveilling Russian diplomats working at the U.N.
Mission-is thought to be "a quiet end," he is more than
happy to be out from under the thumb of the FBI and free
from the bureaucracy of office life. But Corey realizes
something the U.S. government doesn't: The all-too-real
threat of a newly resurgent Russia. When Vasily Petrov,
a colonel in the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service
posing as a diplomat with the Russian U.N. Mission,
mysteriously disappears from a Russian oligarch's party
in Southampton, it's up to Corey to track him down. What
are the Russians up to and why? Is there a possible
nuclear threat, a so-called radiant angel? Will Corey find
Petrov and put a stop to whatever he has planned before
it's too late? Or will Corey finally be outrun and
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outsmarted, with America facing the prospect of a
crippling attack unlike anything it's ever seen before?
Please note: Radiant Angel is published in the UK under
the title A Quiet End.
Lod Airport, Israel: Two Concorde jets take off for a U.N.
conference that will finally bring peace to the Middle
East. Covered by F-14 fighters, accompanied by security
men, the planes carry warriors, pacifists, lovers,
enemies, dignitaries -- and a bomb planted by a terrorist
mastermind. Suddenly they're forced to crash-land at an
ancient desert site. Here, with only a handful of
weapons, the men and women of the peace mission
must make a desperate stand against an army of crack
Palestinian commandos -- while the Israeli authorities
desperately attempt a rescue mission. In a land of blood
and tears, in a windswept place called Babylon, it will be
a battle of bullets and courage, and a war to the last
death.

In the next riveting thriller from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Kelley Armstrong, the paranoia
increases – along with the stakes – as the town of
Rockton tries to solve the latest mystery at their
door. Detective Casey Duncan has noticed fewer
and fewer residents coming in to the hidden town of
Rockton, and no extensions being granted. Her
boyfriend, Sheriff Eric Dalton, presumes it’s the
natural flux of things, but Casey’s not so sure. It
seems like something bigger is happening in the
small town they call home. When an injured hiker
stumbles from the woods, someone who seems to
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have come to the Yukon for a wilderness vacation
but instead is now fighting for her life, it’s all hands
on deck. What – or who – attacked this woman, and
why? With the woman unconscious, and no leads,
Casey and Eric don’t know where the threat is
coming from. Plus, the residents of their deeply
secretive town are uneasy with this stranger in their
midst. Everyone in Rockton wants this mystery
solved – and fast.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "Nelson
DeMille at full tilt with another engaging, exciting,
and impeccably researched thriller." - The Guardian
On a beach at dusk, while Bud Mitchell and Jill
Winslow conduct their illicit love affair in front of a
video camera set to record each steamy moment, a
terrible explosion suddenly lights up the sky.
Grabbing the camera, the couple make their
getaway, as approaching police cars speed toward
the scene. Five years later, the fate of TWA Flight
800 has been attributed to a mechanical malfunction.
But for John Corey and his wife Kate Mayfield, both
members of the elite Anti-Terrorist Task Force, the
case is not closed. Suspicious of a cover-up, they
set out to find the one piece of evidence that will
prove their theory-that at least two other people are
determined to keep hidden: a videotape of the
unbelievable truth. !--END
DESCRIPTION--!--EXCERPT-After a courtroom gunman threatens everything he
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holds dear, a Texas Ranger with a checkered past
must choose between vengeance and family in this
#1 New York Times bestselling thriller. Crawford
Hunt wants his daughter back. Following the death
of his wife four years ago, he fell into a downward
spiral that knocked him down to deskwork and
landed his five-year-old daughter Georgia in the
custody of her grandparents. But now that Crawford
has cleaned up his act and met the court's
requirements, the fate of his family lies with Judge
Holly Spencer. Holly, ambitious and confident, must
prove herself worthy of a permanent judgeship on
the cusp of an upcoming election. Every decision is
high-stakes, and despite Crawford's commitment to
being a better father, Holly is wary of his past. But
when a masked gunman barges into the courtroom
during the custody hearing, Crawford reacts
instinctively to save Holly's life. But his heroism soon
takes on the taint of recklessness. With the gunman
still at large, Crawford uncovers a horrifying truth,
and the cloud over him grows even darker as he
considers vengeance. He quickly realizes that
pursuing the killer will jeopardize his chances of
gaining custody of his daughter and compromise
Holly, who needs protection not only from an
assassin, but from Crawford himself and the
forbidden attraction between them. Friction will keep
you on the edge of your seat with breathtaking plot
twists and the unforgettable characters that make
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Sandra Brown one of the world's best-loved authors.
It is an extraordinary novel about the powerful ties
that bind us to the ones we love and the secrets we
keep to protect them.
"Fascinating and furiously paced...unrelenting
suspense." - New York Times Book Review
"[Demille is] a true master." - Dan Brown, #1
bestselling author of The Da Vinci Code Twelve
miles above the Pacific Ocean, a missile strikes a
jumbo passenger jet. The flight crew is crippled or
dead. Now, defying both nature and man, three
survivors must achieve the impossible: Land the
plane. From master storyteller Nelson DeMille and
master pilot Thomas Block comes Mayday - the
classic bestseller that packs a supersonic shock at
every turn of the page.
To unravel any mystery, find the knot. When
Delphine, a young orphaned dressmaker mouse
living in the walls of Cinderella's château, stumbles
upon an enormous secret, it upends everything she
thought she knew: The magical tailor mice of legend
really existed. Racing to stay ahead of King
Midnight, the fearsome leader of the rats who is bent
on harnessing age-old magic, Delphine embarks on
an epic quest to uncover the truth about the past.
Joined by Alexander, the most pompous
noblemouse in the royal court, she travels a perilous
route, encountering strange enemies and unlikely
allies along the way. Can Delphine uncover the truth
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and save the kingdom? Or will the evil King Midnight
succeed in harnessing the power of the tailor mice?
This action-packed novel is sure to be a hit with
readers who like magic, adventure, and very tiny
heroes with very big hearts.
WITH 50 MILLION BOOKS SOLD WORLDWIDE,
NELSON DEMILLE IS "A TRUE MASTER." - DAN
BROWN It started as a simple spy hunt. It became a
desperate battle to save the West. For forty years
Western intelligence agents have known a terrible
secret: the Russians have a mole -- code-named
Talbot -- inside the CIA. At first Talbot is suspected
of killing European agents. Then a street-smart excop uncovers a storm of espionage and murder on
the streets of New York, while in a Long Island
suburb a civic demonstration against the Russian
mission masks a desperate duel of nerves and wits.
Engineered by Talbot, a shadow world of suspicion
and deceit is spilling onto the streets -- leading to a
new Soviet weapon and a first-strike war plan
threatening the foundations of American
government. For the U.S., time is running out. For
Talbot, the time is now.
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